NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTIONS UPDATE
A Tiered System of Analysis and Protections

The Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan calls for protection of our community’s natural resources while balancing the development rights of private property owners.
Teton County’s new Natural Resource Protections Regulations achieve this goal by using a tiered system of habitat analysis and a tiered system of protections.

Tiers of Analysis
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Tiers of Protection
BASE-LEVEL PROTECTION

COUNTYWIDE HABITAT VALUE MAP

• Is entire property low-value habitat, ≤ 3 acres, or in the
AC, AR, WC, OP, BP, or PR zones?
► Yes. Proceed to Base-Level Protections
• Is there any amount of mid- or high-value habitat on
property?
► Yes. Proceed to Field Verified Map for further study
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BASE

• Water/Wetland setbacks
• Wildlife friendly fencing
• Wildlife feeding prohibition

MID-LEVEL PROTECTION

FIELD VERIFIED MAP
•Will development impact low-value habitat?
►Yes. Protect with Base-Level Protections
• Will development impact mid-value habitat or high-value
habitat on a platted site ≤ 10 acres?
►Yes. Protect with Mid-Level Protections
• Will development impact high-value habitat on a non-platted site or a platted site >10 acres?
►Yes. Proceed to Functional Assessment for further study
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MID

Base Level Protections +
• Limits impacts to lowest value habitat
on site
• For Conditional Use Permit review,
habitat is primary consideration
• 2:1 Mitigation for habitat impacted

HIGH-LEVEL PROTECTION
FUNCTIONAL ASSESMENT

• Environmental consultant determines least valuable of
high-value habitat. Development is limited to this area.
►High-level protections applied to all areas of disturbance

HIGH

Mid-Level Protections +
• Limits development to a single development area
• Most Conditional Uses prohibited
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The Countywide Habitat Value Map is a map developed through broad study of habitat in Teton County and assigns relative value (low, mid, or high) to habitat in the area.The Countywide
Habitat Value Map is based on the Focal Species Habitat Map, a 2017 study of the habitat of 17 important species in the community. The Countywide Habitat Map can be found at www.
engage2017.jacksontetonplan.com.
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The Field Verified Map takes a more site-specific approach to identifying habitat values and is required anytime there is mid- or high-value habitat on a property. It is performed by an environmental professional and confirms or corrects the broad habitat designations of the Countywide Habitat Value Map. The intent of the Field Verfied Map is to ensure appropriate natural
resource protections are employed through a “boots-on-the-ground” study of properties that have more valuable habitat.
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The Functional Assessment is the most detailed study of habitat. It identifies the least important habitat of the high-value habitat on a site in order to assign development to an area where
it will be the least harmful to natural resources. It also allows property owners to challenge the habitat determinations of the Countywide Habitat Value Map and the Field Verified Map. In
this sense, it grants consultants more discretion in analyzing habitat value. To serve as a check to this discretion, any site assessed by the Functional Assessment is automatically subject to
High-Level protections.

